In this week’s recap: the S&P 500 and Dow Jones Industrial Average close at
historic peaks after bulls consider Capitol Hill testimony from Federal Reserve
Chairman Jerome Powell; tame inflation persists.
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THE WEEK ON WALL STREET
Friday, the S&P 500 settled above 3,000 for the first time, after rising 0.78% for the week. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average chalked up a milestone of its own: the blue chips ended the week
above 27,000, gaining 1.52% on the way. Additionally, the Nasdaq Composite wrapped up the
week 1.01% higher. The MSCI EAFE index, a gauge of overseas developed markets, fell 0.65%.1-3
Stocks rallied at mid-week with help from Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell’s
congressional testimony on monetary policy, plus the latest Fed meeting minutes.

JEROME POWELL’S STATEMENTS
Wednesday, Chairman Powell told Capitol Hill lawmakers that “uncertainties around global
growth and trade continue to weigh on the outlook” of the Federal Open Market Committee. He
also noted that “manufacturing, trade, and investment are weak all around the world.”4
On the same day, the Fed presented the minutes of its June policy meeting. The record shared
the belief of some Fed officials that "a near-term cut in the target range for the federal funds
rate could help cushion the effects of possible future adverse shocks to the economy.”4

OVERALL INFLATION REMAINS MUTED
The June Consumer Price Index, released last week by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, measured
only 1.6% yearly inflation. The Federal Reserve uses the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ Core
Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) Price Index as its inflation barometer; in its latest
edition, it showed just a 1.5% year-over-year rise.5
Currently, the Fed has a yearly inflation target of 2.0%. In the past, it has often raised interest
rates in response to increasing inflation, which can potentially slow growth and affect hiring and
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employment levels. Absent significant inflation pressure, such a response may not be
forthcoming.5

FINAL THOUGHT
All eyes are on corporate earnings this week, as prominent banks and about two dozen other
S&P 500 firms report second-quarter results. Market participants have much to consider in terms
of profits, revenue, and guidance.

TIP OF THE WEEK

Done wrong, a do-it-yourself estate strategy can lead to some tax management
issues for your heirs. Other common problems include using documents
inappropriate for your state or a power of attorney that your bank may challenge.

THE WEEK AHEAD: KEY ECONOMIC DATA
Tuesday: Fed chair Jerome Powell delivers a speech on monetary policy at the G7 summit in
France, and the Census Bureau releases its June retail sales report.
Friday: The University of Michigan presents its preliminary July consumer sentiment index,
measuring consumer confidence and perceptions of the economy.
Source: Econoday / MarketWatch Calendar, July 12, 2019
The content is developed from sources believed to be providing accurate information. The forecasts or forward-looking
statements are based on assumptions and may not materialize. The forecasts also are subject to revision. The release of data
may be delayed without notice for a variety of reasons.

THE WEEK AHEAD: COMPANIES REPORTING EARNINGS
Monday: Citigroup (C), J.B. Hunt (JBHT)
Tuesday: Goldman Sachs (GS), Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), JPMorgan Chase (JPM), Wells Fargo
(WFC)
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Wednesday: Bank of America (BAC), Netflix (NFLX), Novartis (NVS), Abbott Labs (ABT)
Thursday: Microsoft (MSFT), UnitedHealth (UNH)
Friday: American Express (AXP)
Source: Zacks, July 12, 2019
Companies mentioned are for informational purposes only. It should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or sale
of the securities. Any investment should be consistent with your objectives, time frame, and risk tolerance. The return and
principal value of investments will fluctuate as market conditions change. When sold, investments may be worth more or less
than their original cost. Companies may reschedule when they report earnings without notice.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

“Be nice to people on your way up, because you’re going to
meet them all on your way down.”
JIMMY DURANTE
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THE WEEKLY RIDDLE
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Marking mortal privation, when firmly in place. An enduring
summation, inscribed on my face. What am I?
LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE: Pronounced as one letter, written with three, there are only two letters in me. I’m
read from both ends, and the same either way. What word am I?
ANSWER: The word "eye."
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Know someone who could use information like this?
Please feel free to send us their contact information via phone or email. (Don’t worry – we’ll
request their permission before adding them to our mailing list.)

Representatives are registered, securities sold, advisory services offered through CUNA Brokerage Services, Inc. (CBSI),
member FINRA/SIPC , a registered broker/dealer and investment advisor, which is not an affiliate of the credit union. CBSI is
under contract with the financial institution to make securities available to members. Not NCUA/NCUSIF/FDIC insured, May
Lose Value, No Financial Institution Guarantee. Not a deposit of any financial institution.
This material was prepared by MarketingPro, Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views of the presenting party, nor their affiliates. The
information herein has been derived from sources believed to be accurate. Please note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Investments will fluctuate and when redeemed may be worth more or less than when originally invested. This
information should not be construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the purpose of avoiding any Federal tax
penalty. This is neither a solicitation nor recommendation to purchase or sell any investment or insurance product or service, and should not be
relied upon as such. All market indices discussed are unmanaged and are not illustrative of any particular investment. Indices do not incur
management fees, costs and expenses, and cannot be invested into directly. All economic and performance data is historical and not indicative
of future results. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted index of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks. The NASDAQ Composite
Index is a market-weighted index of all over-the-counter common stocks traded on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation System. The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is a market-cap weighted index composed of the common stocks of 500 leading
companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy. NYSE Group, Inc. (NYSE:NYX) operates two securities exchanges: the New York Stock
Exchange (the “NYSE”) and NYSE Arca (formerly known as the Archipelago Exchange, or ArcaEx®, and the Pacific Exchange). NYSE Group is a
leading provider of securities listing, trading and market data products and services. The New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. (NYMEX) is the
world's largest physical commodity futures exchange and the preeminent trading forum for energy and precious metals, with trading conducted
through two divisions – the NYMEX Division, home to the energy, platinum, and palladium markets, and the COMEX Division, on which all other
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metals trade. Additional risks are associated with international investing, such as currency fluctuations, political and economic instability and
differences in accounting standards. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not
intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. MarketingPro, Inc. is not affiliated with any person or firm that may
be providing this information to you. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional services. If assistance is
needed, the reader is advised to engage the services of a competent professional.
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